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Progressiv rock and jazz elements meet West coast pop featuring some of the world's best studio

musicians. 10 MP3 Songs ROCK: Progressive Rock, JAZZ: Smooth Jazz Details: TAYLOR MESPLE

(pronounced "Mess-Play") is the Forrest Gump of the music industry. A young prodigy and an unlikely

candidate for early success, Taylor has had just about every kind of opportunity that a musician could

hope for. At age 26, Taylor has already been blessed with a list of collaborations, partnerships, gigs,

sessions, production jobs and accolades that would make most artists satisfied in their goals and dreams

for a lifetime- and he's just begun his career as a pop artist. Taylor has played on well over 50 records,

including more than half a dozen that reached the Billboard Top 20. He has produced records that have

done just as well and better on Billboard and on Radio. Taylor has earned the respect of some of the

greatest and most respected figures in music- artists, sidemen and business people alike. "Taylor Mesple

has a story to tell. It was born on the western edge of the continent where wide open tunings and soaring

melodies reflect the vastness of the land and the sea, where clusters of harmony rest atop one another as

naturally as sedimentary layers, and where exploration and discovery have always been the driving

forces shaping the people. Taylor's songs speak of yearning and disappointment, but also of hope. Three

chords and a spray of mist will not do justice to this subject matter; nor will tired clichs or tidy endings. His

songs have the same exquisite shadings as a western sunset and the urgency of a Pacific surf. All this to

say, that in order to experience the beauty of this or any other place, one must truly awaken one's

senses. Delight in the beauty of these songs; let the sound wash over you. My favorite artists have

always been able to shape their stories from their surroundings and engage and inspire us to view life

through the lens of their unique perspective. In this stunning and multifaceted recording, Taylor

demonstrates he belongs among that exclusive group of artists." -Russell Ferrante, (Yellowjackets)

Multiple Grammy Winning Jazz Artist After almost 2 and half years of full time production, Taylor has

finally finished his first full-length CD of his vocal music, "Victory Land." This CD features stellar

performances from many of the world's most successful and in demand musicians, such as drummer Abe

Laboriel Jr. (currently on tour with Sting), bassist Mel Brown (currently on tour with Marc Anthony),
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guitarist Tim Pierce (Christina Aguilera, Toy Matinee, Phil Collins, Don Henley) and many more. Taylor

Mesple runs affordabledemos.com An upscale song demo service for singers and songwriters worldwide.
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